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Two psychophysiological processes are 

thought to be associated with error 

processing: 

1) Error negativity (Ne or ERN)

2) Error positivity (Pe)           



ERN
• ERN is a sharp negative deflection in the ERP

• Frontocentral distribution and peaks approximately 80ms after an incorrect response 

Pe
• A slow positive wave 

• Centroparietal distribution 

• Often but not necessarily follows Ne in incorrect trials 

• Less researched than ERN

(Nieuwenhuis et al.,2001)



ERN vs Pe
Most authors agree that ERN and Pe are representing different aspects of error 

processing 

 The early onset latency of Ne with respect to stimulus  internal error-

monitoring system

 In contrast, the timing of Pe with respect to the stimulus external error-

monitoring system

Based on the timing make sense that they would be differently related to  

subjective awareness  



“The early error-related ERP component, the Ne, 

reflects a (perhaps unconscious) mismatch between 

response selection and execution whereas the slow-

wave (Pe) reflects the conscious evaluation of the 

error” (Falkenstein et al,1991)

Thus Ne is a manifestation of an error detection system that checks actual behaviour against an internal 

goal standard

The output of this error detection system is reflected by both the cognitive and emotional significance of 

a deviation from anticipated result (more on this later!)



Evidence 

1) Positive relation between Ne amplitude and the degree of error (Luu et al., 2000)



Evidence (continued)
2) Ne amplitude is smaller under circumstances that would affect perceptual processing 

thus the participants have comprised presentation reduces the mismatch of the actual data 

in case of an error (Scheffers & Coles, 2000)

• Thus, it is not surprising that Ne amplitude is strictly tied to participants awareness of 

response accuracy 

• Emphasizing the notion that Ne system does not react to errors if the information 

necessary to identify the error is lacking 



Error positivity (Pe)

One highly supported theory on Pe functionality Pe reflects a conscious 

processing of error correction process (Falkenstein et al., 2000)

Evidence:

1) Subthreshold muscle activations showed a clear Ne but no Pe (Vidal et al, 2000)

2) Participants susceptible to hypnosis showed a significant reduction in Pe 

compared to a pre-hypnosis baseline. Ne was fully unaffected. 



ERN used a psychiatric biomarker 
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ERN as a psychiatric biomarker 

fMRI studies suggest that the source of ERN is the anterior cingulate 

cortex (ACC) (Ridderinkhof et al 2004)

• ACC is a region of the brain where information about pain-threat- and 

punishment is integrated to change the behaviour

• We conceptualize errors as a type of threat  

Errors do prompt a cascade of physiological responses 

consistent with defensive responding

e.g., sympathetic nervous system activation (Hajcak et al.,2004)

Thus, ERN has been proposed as a potential biomarker for psychiatric 

disorders that may be characterized by sensitivity to threat
Meyer, 2016



Application to our study
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Functional Cognitive Disorder after Concussion

We hypothesize that participants with heightened concern over their memory 

ability will show heightened ERN in response to errors in their memory recollection.

• Multiple studies have demonstrated that such impairments are not detectable 

three months post-concussion 

Higher amplitude of ERN but no noticeable difference in Pe 



Thank you for 

listening 
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